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Abstract. High-speed turning is an advanced and emerging machining technique that,
in contrast to the conventional machining, allows the manufacture of the workpiece
with high accuracy, efficiency and quality, with lower production costs and with a
considerable reduction in the machining times. The cutting tools used for the
conventional machining cannot be employed for high-speed machining due to a high
temperature induced in machining and a lower tool life. Therefore, it is necessary to
study the influence of high cutting speeds on the temperature distribution in different
typologies of cutting tools, with the aim of evaluating their behavior. In this paper, a
finite element method modeling approach with arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian fully
coupled thermal-stress analysis is employed. The research presents the results of
different cutting tools (two coated carbide tools and uncoated cermet) effects on
average surface temperature fields on the cutting edge in the dry high-speed turning of
AISI 1045 steel. The numerical experiments were designed based on different cutting
tools like input parameters and different temperature field zones like dependent
variables in the dry high-speed turning of AISI 1045 steel. The results indicate that the
dry high-speed turning of AISI 1045 steel does not influence significantly the
temperature field zones when P10, P15 or P25 inserts are used. Therefore, the use of a
dry high-speed turning method, which reduces the amount of lubricant and increases
productivity, may represent an alternative to turning to the extent here described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High-Speed Machining (HSM) constitutes one of the new technologies that, in
contrast to the conventional machining, allows the manufacture of parts with high
accuracy, efficiency and quality, with lower production costs and with a significant
reduction in the machining times. Besides, the HSM offers other advantages such as
excellent dimensional accuracy and a better surface finish just as it facilitates the
machining of materials with high surface hardness [1].
The metal cutting process can be considered as a deformation process where the
deformation is highly concentrated in a small area. Therefore, the cutting can be
conducted as a chip formation process and may be simulated using the Finite Element
Method (FEM). The classic orthogonal cutting model for continuous chip formation
adopts continuous plane-strain deformation conditions. Primary representation of the
cutting model is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the conventional machining cutting at low speeds,
the friction mechanism is more effective at the tool flank face. However, in the HSM due
to the considerable cutting speed, there exists an increase in the chip-tool contact friction,
and it is much more significant at the tool rake face [2].

Fig. 1 Primary representation of the machining process, adapted from [2, 3]
The distribution of normal stress (σn) and shear stress (f) describe the cutting
temperature and tool wear. These distributions are generally represented as expressed in
Fig. 2 in dry conditions [4, 5]. Over length lp, normal stress is very high and the metal
adheres to the rake face; therefore, a plastic flow occurs in the work material. In this
region, the shearing stress is independent of the normal load which is recognized as the
sticking region of friction. On length ls, smaller normal stresses occur and the typical
condition of sliding friction applies, where Coulomb´s friction law can be functional.
As a result of the metal cutting process, heat generation occurs in several regions or
interfaces [7, 8, 9]. The primary sources of heat generation in machining are the plastic
deformation of the layer machined and adjacent at the cutting surface as well as the
friction that occurs between the tool and the workpiece being machined.
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Fig. 2 Normal and frictional stress distributions on the tool rake face, adapted from [6]
Fig. 3 shows an idealized orthogonal machining process using a sharp tool. In this
idealization, there are two heat sources; the primary shear plane source (Q1) and the rake
face source (Q2), with the thermal constriction resistance (R 1 and R2). The latter accounts
for the secondary plastic deformation area in the chip, and the tool-chip friction. The inset
in Fig. 1 shows that point-to-point contact is encountered in the sliding zone. The heat
generated in the process comes into the tool through a limited number of small contacts [10].

Fig. 3 Contact configuration and heat sources in the tool-chip-workpiece system, adapted
from [10]
It has been perceived that 60 to 80 percentage of the heat generated in the cutting
process is evacuated through the chip. The percentage increases to the same magnitude as
the cutting speed does. In the technological process of turning on average it has been
observed that 50 to 86 percentage of the heat is evacuated through the chip, 10 to 40
percentage moves the tool, from 3 to 9 percentage moves into the workpiece and about
one percentage radiates to the environment. Heat distribution is affected by several
factors, the most important of them being the cutting speed and the cut thickness of the
cutting process [7, 8, 9, 11, 12].
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The cutting temperature is not constant throughout the cutting tool, the chip or the
workpiece. It can be observed that the maximum temperature is developed not on the
very cutting edge, but at the tool rake, some distance away from the cutting edge [13].
In recent years, the quantity of research projects related to the evaluation of the useful
life of cutting tools, using different cooling technologies, has increased; however, there
are few studies on the operation of dry turning at high cutting speeds in carbon
construction steels, used in the manufacture of machine parts, as shown below.
Authors like Özel et al. [3], Leopold [14], and Chinchanikar et al. [15] developed
finite element studies for the orthogonal cutting in HSM. Continuous re-meshing and
adaptive meshing are the principal tools employed for avoiding the difficulties associated
with deformation-induced element distortion, and for resolving fine-scale features in the
solution. The model accounts for dynamic effects, heat conduction, mesh-on-mesh
contact with friction and full thermos-mechanical coupling. This primary approach did
not look at the scope, the temperature distribution by specific areas of the cutting tools.
Özel and Altan [16] develop a methodology for simulating the cutting process in flat
end milling operation and predicting chip flow, cutting forces, tool stresses and
temperatures using FEM. As an application, machining of P-20 mold steel at 30 HRC
hardness using uncoated carbide tooling was investigated. The highest tool temperatures
were predicted at the primary cutting edge of the flat end mill insert regardless of cutting
conditions, using the commercially available software DEFORM-2D. These temperatures
increase wear development at the primary cutting edge. However, a predictive curve
analysis adjusting the temperature distribution was not performed.
Özel [17] investigates the influence of edge preparation in Cubic Boron Nitrite (CBN)
cutting tools on process parameters and tool performance by utilizing FEM simulations
and high-speed orthogonal cutting tests on AISI H-13 hot work steel. Distribution of
temperatures in the workpiece, chip and the CBN tool was obtained from FEM
simulations. The temperature generated at the chip-tool interface was found substantially
higher than the other temperatures. The author does not make a predictive analysis of
fitting curves for the temperature distribution by regions of the cutting tool.
In the work of Fang et al. [18] the thermal impact in cutting are considered. The
effects of land length and second rake angle of the grooved tool on chip formation,
cracking and temperature are discussed. Some simulation results are compared with other
published analytical and experimental results.
Several authors [19-26] illustrate a dynamic explicit Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) based on FEM modeling using commercially available software’s. FEM
techniques such as adaptive meshing, explicit dynamics and fully coupled thermal-stress
analysis are combined to simulate HSM with an orthogonal cutting model. Finite element
modeling of temperature distribution induced by round edge cutting tools is performed in
numerous materials. The authors do not obtain adjustment curves of the temperature
distribution in every surface of the cutting tools.
A structural model of a soft/hard composite-coated textured tool was proposed by
Yun et al. [27] and validated through a three-dimensional numerical simulation. Its dry
turning performance as applied to AISI1045 steel was analyzed via orthogonal
experiments for different coating parameters. The authors do not differentiate the
analyses by heat transfer zones in the cutting tool. A similar analysis was carried out by
Akbar et al. [28] on AISI / SAE 4140 steel with uncoated and TiN-coated tools.
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An improved understanding of heat partition between the tool and the chip is required
to obtain more accurate finite element models of machining processes. Akbar et al. [29]
performed an orthogonal cutting of AISI/SAE 4140 steel with tungsten-based cemented
carbide cutting inserts at cutting speeds ranging between 100 and 628 m/min. Chip
formation was simulated using a fully coupled thermo-mechanical FEM. The results
show that over a wide range of cutting speeds, the accuracy of FEM output such as tool–
chip interface temperature, are significantly dependent on the specified value of heat
partition. The analysis discretized by thermal transfer areas was not performed.
From another perspective, Heisel et al. [30] describe the procedure for creating and
verifying a thermos-mechanical FEM model of orthogonal cutting. The temperature was
measured in the secondary shear zone and at the exterior surface of the chip, which was
analytically estimated as well and compared with the experimental values checking the
proposed model. Finally, the values for temperature, among other variables are related to
those calculated with the FEM cutting model. No detailed analysis of heat behavior by
cutting tool zones was obtained.
The objective of the present study is to increase a better understanding of the
inﬂuence of the dry high-speed turning on temperature distribution in the different zones
of the cutting tools. Based on 2-D thermo-viscoplastic FEM cutting simulations, the
predicted distributions of temperature within the tool coating and substrate have been
investigated. Orthogonal turning FEM simulation tests with different cutting tool
materials and machining conditions have been carried out in order to achieve the abovestated objective. During and after each test, several numerical parameters have been
quantiﬁed to calibrate the ﬁnite element model.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Sample characteristics
In the present research, the AISI 1045 carbon steel was selected as work material, in
hot rolled conditions, as widely used in the manufacturing of parts for metal mechanics
and the automobile industry. This steel is considered a critic standard for manufacturing
machine parts. The composition of AISI 1045 steel is perlite–ferrite at 50%, with a
medium carbon percentage, which is the maximum percentage for its group, leading to
improved mechanical properties at the cost of making machinability more difﬁcult. The
chemical composition and mechanical properties of AISI 1045 are given in Table 1 [31].
The microstructure and grain size were examined on the whole transversal section of
the workpiece, using an optical microscope Nikon Epiphot. The grain size was 8 µm. The
hardness of the sample was measured on the complete cross-section, using a
microhardness tester Shimadzu. The average hardness was 258 HB.
2.2 Characteristics of inserts and experimental arrangement of the research
Two coated carbide tools (GC4215-P15 and GC4225-P25) were used during cutting
tests as well as the uncoated cermet CT5015-P10, the tested tools were manufactured by
SandvikCoromant. The cutting tool characteristics are given in Table 2.
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Table 1 Chemical composition of AISI 1045 steel
Elements
C
Si
Mn
P
S
Cr
Ni
Al

Chemical
composition, %
0,450
0,150
0,710
0,036
0,007
0,122
0,024
0,035

Proof Strength (0,2%
Yield), Mpa

Tensile Strength,
MPa

Elongation, %

HRC
Hardness

300

570

14

26

Table 2 Characteristics of inserts
Insert

CT5015-P10
GC4215-P15
GC4225-P25

First
layer
TiN
Ti(C,N)

Coatings
Second
Third
layer
layer
Al2O3
Al2O3
Al2O3
-

Width
(μm)
15
10

Substrates
Co
Nb

W

Ti

20,68
96,19
94,77

47,2
1,44
2,1

17,71
2,38
3,13

8,71
-

Al2O3
5,7
-

This research is focused on the study of the dry high-speed turning of the AISI 1045
steel, using three inserts with three levels of cutting speeds and ﬁve levels of machining
times. Also, two replicas for the acquisition of information have been made (90 tests).
The experiments have been conducted on ten solid cylindrical workpieces with an initial
diameter of 80 mm and a length of 300 mm. The depth of cut (a = 0,5 mm) and feed rate
(f = 0,1 mm/r) were kept constant.
2.3 Finite Element Analysis modeling
2.3.1 Principles of Finite Element Analysis modeling
Two-dimensional cutting simulations were carried out to explore the effect of the dry
high-speed turning in three different cutting tools, using DEFORM-2D software
developed for significant plastic deformation problems. The simulation of chip ﬂow was
achieved by adaptively remeshing the workpiece nearby the tool tip.
The workpiece was modeled as rigid-plastic and the Oxley law was implemented to
describe material flow as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature [3]. 1838
isoparametric quadrilateral elements were utilized for the workpiece mesh. On the other
hand, the tool was modeled as rigid and meshed with 2709 elements. Materials thermal
parameters were set as a function of the actual temperature, based-on software database [3].
2.3.2 Flow stress data of the workpiece and substrate properties of the coatings
This study considers Johnson-Cook (JC) work material models for AISI 1045 steel
[6]. The JC work material model describes the ﬂow stress of the material by considering
strain, strain rate, and temperature effects as given in Eq. (1):
𝜀̅̇

𝑇−𝑇0

𝜀0

𝑇𝑚−𝑇0

𝜎̅ = [𝐴 + 𝐵(𝜀̅)𝑛 ] [1 + 𝐶 ln ( ̅̇ )] [1 − (

𝑚

) ]

(1)
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Constants A (plastic equivalent strain, MPa), B (strain related constant, MPa), C
(strain-rate sensitivity, MPa), n (strain-hardening parameter), and m (thermal softening
parameter) of the JC constitutive model are obtained by the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar
SHPB tests conducted at strain ranges of 0,05 to 0,2, strain-rate of 7500 l/s, and
temperature ranges of 35°C to 625°C for AISI 1045 steel as given in Table 3[6].
Table 3 Johnson-Cook material constants
Material
AISI 1045

Tm (°C)
1460

A (MPa)
553,1

B (MPa)
600,8

C
0,0134

n
0,234

m
1

Two coated carbide tools (CVD) GC4215-P15 and GC4225-P25 were compared
during cutting tests as well as the uncoated cermet CT5015-P10. All the tested tools were
manufactured by Sandvik and the tool holder having the designation SCLCR/L 2020K
12. After the tests, the cutting tools were analyzed using the JEOL Scanning Electron
Microscope. Every cutting edge of the cutting tools was previously inspected using the
NIKON EPIPHOT optical microscope [31].
The simulation considered a uniform coating thickness of 15 μm on the rake face,
cutting edge, and ﬂank face for the P15 insert and 10μm for the P25 insert. The interface
between the coating and the substrate was assumed to be perfectly bonded together, so
that an interfacial slip during loading was neglected. The thermal properties for the
workpiece material and the cutting tools were obtained from the literature. To model the
thermal contact without signiﬁcant resistance, a heat transfer coefficient of 45 N/sec/C
was utilized. A shear friction factor of 0,6 and a mesh cutting tool of 2500 were used. The
tool wear Usui model was applied.
2.3.3 Boundary conditions
Fig. 4 brieﬂy shows the concept of this ﬁnite element model. To model the chip
formation, the coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian ﬁnite element method was employed using
the commercial software package DEFORM-2D. With this model, the chip formation is
simulated similarly to a ﬂuid ﬂow model. The ﬂuid in this case is the workpiece material
which continuously enters the Eulerian domain at the top and then ﬂows against the tool
which is ﬁxed in space. The software is accomplished of controlling overlock based on
the boundary conditions defined for the workpiece; therefore, the nodes on the left side
boundary are fixed in the X axis direction. At the same time, the nodes at the bottom
remain fixed in the Y direction.
Thermal boundary conditions are defined to facilitate thermo-mechanical modeling of
solutions. The leading boundary conditions are: (a) heat is generated due to the plastic
deformation of the part while the tool penetrates the material, assuming that 90% of all
plastic deformation work is converted to heat; (b) the heat generated is due to the friction
between the tool and the chip; and (c) the workpiece emits heat to the environment.
The results will specifically check the influence of cutting speed on the twodimensional model of the dry high-speed machining of AISI 1045 steel for different
cutting tools (P10, P15, P25). The overlock has been carried out in such a way that when
there is a penetration of one element over another with a value greater than 0,0014 mm,
the software will perform meshing.
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Fig. 4 Modeling of orthogonal cutting with coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian method
Table 4 shows the numerical variables considered for simulation in this research. The
arrangement of each run of the numerical simulation was: rake angle; cutting edge radius;
incidence angle; cutting speed of 600 m/min; and P10, P15 and P25 inserts.
Table 4 Variables considered in the numerical simulation
Cutting speed (m/min)

600

Zone

P10

P15

P25

Rake angle

A-600.P10

A-600.2

A-600.3

Cutting edge radius

R-600.P10

R-600.2

R-600.3

Incidence angle

I-600.P10

I-600.2

I-600.3

The temperature of the cutting tool will be analyzed according to three zones: the
zone defined by the rake angle, the zone defined by the cutting edge radius and the zone
defined by the incidence angle. Fig. 5 shows the discretization of the cutting tool and its
zoning based on the aforementioned criteria. Points from P1 to P20 correspond to the
rake angle surface of the cutting tool, points P21 to P28 correspond to the cutting edge
radius and from P29 to P32 to the incidence angle surface.

Fig. 5 Discretization of the cutting tool by zones
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results related to the finite element simulation of the temperature distribution in
the three evaluated cutting tools in the dry high-speed machining of AISI 1045 steel are
presented below.
3.1Effect of high speed manufacturing and coatings on tool temperature
Fig. 6 shows the isothermal lines in the Y-Z plane, restricted for clarity to the region
closer to the cutting tool zones. Fig. 6 (a) represents the case of no coating (the uncoated
cermet CT5015-P10) and perfect contact over the full contact length. Fig. 7(b) represents
similar condition, but with a coated carbide tool GC4215-P15. In Fig. 7(c), the tool was a
coated carbide tool of type GC4225-P25.
The figure shows that for the same high cutting speed of 600 m/min, the presence of
coating causes the field temperatures to shift from the cutting edge to the other extreme
point of the contact length (lc in Fig. 3), as showed in Figs. 6 (b) and 6 (c). In the case of
coated inserts, a similar behavior is observed in terms of temperature distribution, and in
their distribution in the contact length. The highest temperature point is reached in
practically the same position as the contact length for the three cutting tools studied. For
the studied conditions, it indicates that high speed machining does not have a decisive
influence on the location of the point of maximum temperature in the contact length.

a)

P10

b) P15

c)

P25

Fig. 6 Effect of high-speed manufacturing and coating on temperature distribution in the
tools
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3.2 Temperature distribution in the considered contact zones
In order to evaluate the ways in which temperature behaves in the three modeled
contact zones, their behaviors are presented below for the three cutting tools under study.

Fig. 7 Behavior of temperature in the zone of the cutting edge radius
Fig. 7 shows the behavior of the temperature in the zone of the cutting edge radius
(CER), as a function of time for the three tools. It is observed that in the case of the tool
with three coatings (P15), its behavior is slightly superior compared with the other two
tools. In general, it is observed that the use of a high cutting speed does not imply an
appreciable manifestation of temperature differences in this zone.
Fig. 8 represents the behavior of the temperature in the contact zone of the incidence
angle (IA), as a function of time for the three tools. In this case, it can be seen that the
tool with three coatings (P15) has the best behavior compared to the other two tools,
which are similar.

Fig. 8 Behavior of the temperature in the zone of the incidence angle
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The behavior of the temperature distribution in the area of the rake attack surface
(RA) is presented in Fig. 9. It shows that the insert with three coatings (P15) heats up
slightly more than the other two inserts. Like the aforementioned regarding the cutting
edge radius, the difference is not significant.

Fig. 9 Behavior of the temperature in the zone of the rake angle
In general, it is observed that the behavior of the three inserts is similar in the case of
the rake attack surface and the cutting edge radius but not so in the incidence angle. It is
concluded from the thermal point of view that the dry high speed machining in AISI 1045
steel, for the analyzed conditions, does not produce significant changes when varying the
inserts analyzed.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a comprehensive experimental numerical evaluation of the
influence of high cutting speeds on the temperature distribution in different typologies of
cutting tools, with the aim of evaluating their behavior on the dry high-speed turning of
AISI 1045 steel.
The results indicate that the dry high-speed turning of AISI 1045 steel does not
influence significantly the temperature field zones, when we use the P10, P15 or P25
inserts. Therefore, the use of the dry high-speed turning method, which reduces the
amount of lubricant and increases productivity, may represent an alternative to turning to
the extent here described.
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